
www.swaplanet.com



kids grow fast
but their clothes don't!

problem



Pain points

1. Kids need a recurring & expensive supply of clothing

2. No easy way to recover value spent

3. Storing creates clutter

4. Environmentally unsustainable!



swap what they have,
for what they need!

Solution



parents order our free bag to their home.
They fill it and our courier collects it

how it works



we sort the clothes 
and pay parents in our currency (planets)



we wash, photograph, and upload to our site.
parents shop for what they need



send earn

buy



Until the kids STOP growing



rejected clothes go to
partner ngos & charities 



Monetise their closets

Shop a multi-brand site (over 2,000 brands)

Reduce their carbon and water footprints

Declutter their closets

Without leaving their homes

with swaplanet, parents:



HOW do we monetise?
 

Parents pay a combination of Euros and Planets
 
 

We charge an average : 
 
 

 €4.20 per item
 



unit economics are key

our Unit cost is €2.10, covering:
 
 
 

Sorting PhotographyLaundryPackagingShipping

Gross margin: 50%



lifetime value:  €900
(5 years x €15 per month)

 
Customer acquisition cost: €25

LTV/CAC: 36x



sizable market

 Children's clothing in Europe, 2023
Source: https://www.statista.com/outlook/cmo/apparel/children-s-apparel/europe

tam
Second-hand children's clothing

(an estimated 5%)

sam

€60bn €3bn



and..



second-hand is the fastest-growing 
segment in clothing

Growing 25x faster
than the clothing
sector as a whole

as new parents adopt sustainable habits

Surpassing fast fashion



growth = unicorns!



 for us, clothing is only the start! 

+books +equipment

 +toys  +maternity

all have short useful lives



less shopping,

more swapping!

Our mission?



 and to become 

the leader 
in the swapping economy



 

P2P
Marketplaces
(e.g. Vinted)

Consignment
Platforms

(e.g. ThredUP)
donating  

made for
parents

    

earning
potential

for parents
    

convenience 
to parents

    

existing models 
leave a huge gap
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1,300+ parents sent 80k clothes
1,000+ paying users
€55,000+ revenue

 



path to €100m+

 

Geographical expansion:
2021/22: Greece
2023: France, Belgium, & Netherlands (Hub)
2025: Germany & Poland (Hub)
2026: Italy & Spain
2027: Egypt & Turkey

Horizontal expansion:
We've started with clothing and
are quickly expanding into
related products such as books,
maternity, toys, and equipment

Target population: 120 million children



in 2026 alone we'll save:

 

15 million kg of CO2
(equivalent to 800,000 trees)

2.6 billion litres of water
(equivalent to 240,000 households)

&



the founders

Co-Founder
CEO/CFO

sherif barakat
Co-Founder

Customer Retention & CMO

helena stamou
Co-Founder

Customer Acquisition & CTO

jimmy nicolaides

10 yrs product development 
Entrepreneur & inventor

 B.Eng, MSc Eng.
1 kid

10 yrs private equity & EBRD 
5 yrs engineering

B.Eng. (McGill), MBA
2 children: living the problem

20 yrs marketing & PR, 
events & partnerships, 

BA, MA, MBA
8 siblings!



go to market

Paid Ads (Facebook/Instagram, Google/Youtube/Display)
Referrals
Influencers
Webinars
Blog
PR (articles in on-line news outlets)
Social Media (Educational, Sales, Offers, Reviews, Editorial Content)
Partnerships with e-shops targeting the same audience

Partnerships with schools, sports centres, etc
PR (TV & Radio spots)
Offline eco and fashion events for brand awareness
Sales: Onboarding calls to new users that haven't converted

Online:

Offline/Traditional:



www.swaplanet.com
 

sherif@swaplanet.com

Thank you!


